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If we want to be on the register of great cities, and stay there, we have to welcome, attract and embrace the 
knowledge economy. It's the next revolution of innovative ideas and discovery. And our ability to bring the 
creative class to Phoenix lies in the advancement of technology, education and the resulting prospect of 
high wage jobs. If we blink, we'll miss this opportunity forever.  
 
Philadelphia blinked. 
--Mayor of Phoenix, Phil Gordon 1
 
“Philadelphia hasn’t had a first in technology since the Univac.  We must prepare our business and citizens 
to face the challenges of the future.  Just like road and transportation were keys to our past, a digital 
infrastructure and wireless technology are keys to our future.”  
-- Mayor of Philadelphia, John Street  

INTRODUCTION 

The City of Narrowing Shoulders, Big Ideas 

Mayor Street announced on August 25, 2004 that Philadelphia would provide free 

wireless access to the Internet from all 135 square miles of the city within two years.  The 

press was understandably slow to respond to Mayor Street’s declaration; not only does 

Philadelphia’s plan defy all conventional wisdom regarding the role of municipalities in 

providing telecommunications2 services to citizens, but the decision had come, 

seemingly, out of nowhere.  There had been no lobbying by businesses, no expectation on 

the part of Philadelphia’s citizens, and no shortage of companies to provide such services 

for a fee. What prompted the Mayor to spin off his own Internet Service Provider? 

The subsequent rationale provided by Philadelphia’s Executive Wireless 

Committee has been inconsistent.  No network in America comes close to equaling the 

size of Philadelphia’s proposed wireless cloud, and it is plausible that by “throwing its 

hat into the wireless the ring,” the city is aiming for another of the firsts in innovation for 

which it was once renowned, but lately incapable of providing.3  Notoriety, then, may be 

                                                 
1 Gordon 2004 
2 In fact, the FCC has recently termed broadband Internet access as an “information service” instead of a 
“telecommunications service” but the market control and presentations to consumers is similar.  Wanichorn 
and Sirbu 2004, pg. 2 
3 Asbrand 2004 
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a factor motivating the city’s support of this high-tech public works project.  Also, 

Philadelphia seems to believe that not providing citywide access will retard its already 

anemic economic growth.4  A consensus is growing among policy makers that “just as 

roads, canals and railroads revolutionized 19th century America by connecting industries 

and people,” broadband networks are critical to urban economic expansion in the 21st 

century.5  Philadelphia wishes to be a participant in that transformation, not a spectator to 

it.  Lastly, experience in other American cities has demonstrated that through “e-

government” applications, cities can become more efficient, can provide better education, 

and can extend new and empowering forms of “electronic citizenship” to its residents.  E-

government cannot function without the Internet being available to the citizens, and 

without public intervention of the sort promised by the Mayor it seems clear that 

Philadelphians will remain particularly disconnected.  

Oddly, the use of Internet technology may be the only factor that unites these 

three distinct (and sometimes competing) city goals.  The thrust of e-government to this 

point has been to shrink and streamline governance.  Conversely, acting as a 

telecommunications provider to local businesses enlarges both the size and scope of the 

city government.  Likewise, in the absence of a compelling need such as public safety, 

handing “free” services to citizens is often antithetical to lightweight, efficient 

governance.  In a city plagued by chronic budget deficits, such services are correctly 

considered better left to the private sector.6  Upon closer examination, then, it appears 

that “unwiring” the city is not a single goal and that the Mayor’s justifications are not 

                                                 
4 Gillett et. All 2003, pg. 2  
5 Lockridge 2004, pg. 1 and http://www.phila.gov/wireless/ 
6 The neo-liberal argument is obvious here; markets provide more efficient service, and Philadelphia’s 
entry into that market discourages profit-driven innovation while taxing citizens for the disservice. 
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entirely self-consistent.  Rather, public broadband represents one element within larger 

programs to provide the Philadelphia economic growth, good governance, and expanded 

access and development for citizens. 

The Mayor has not demonstrated how wireless broadband furthers these projects, 

except in the most general terms.  Nor has he demonstrated how the technology would be 

integrated into existing practices of governance.  His commission has been tasked with 

implementing the technology; it is not clear how thoroughly they will consider its 

application before launching the service in 2006.  This is cause for concern, given that the 

wireless bandwidth will constitute a limited resource with competing claims on it and 

which, in any case, cannot be useful towards many of the Mayor’s stated goals without 

further work on the part of the city.    

The strongest appeal made for public broadband is as an “investment in people” 

that dramatically lessens the digital divide.  Yet in the hands of the Executive Wireless 

Committee this slides into a vague promise to “empower residents, workers and 

employees,” and “maximize the human potential of its [users].”  It is not clear how, 

within a reasonable definition of a city’s mandate, Philadelphia can possibly make good 

on a promise so broad – at least without better associating it with specific targets for 

access and use, and enlisting the help of existing user groups, while reaching out to 

others. 

Many communities have experimented with supplying broadband access their 

residents and migrated municipal services online; e-government and wireless broadband 

Internet access are by no means new, though nobody has applied them as broadly as 

Philadelphia is poised to.  Preliminary studies demonstrate that they can work – both 
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individually and in combination.  E-governance can make city governance more efficient, 

municipal broadband can be a terrific tool for economic development and a much-

appreciated amenity for residents.  It is remarkable and disconcerting, however, that the 

city of Philadelphia does not seem to recognize these initiatives as separate undertakings 

in need of separate planning.   

Providing citywide access to the Internet will not return “empowered” citizens.  

E-governance could empower citizens by providing them better access and participation 

in the political process, but that is not its primary purpose in Philadelphia nor, indeed, in 

most cities.  It is particularly difficult to imagine how providing broader, faster access is 

going to change the self-absorbed nature of Philadelphia’s e-governance when planning 

and building the new wireless network looks to be taking place without even token 

involvement by citizens.  So far, “Wireless Philadelphia” is less a solution to 

exclusionary, paternal governance, as an example of it.  

 

Rethinking the Internet’s place in governance 

 This thesis nonetheless accepts Philadelphia’s strongest case for providing the city 

wireless broadband access – expanded citizenship and better governance – and analyzes 

the actual historical record and likely contribution of Internet technology towards those 

goals.  The study of democracy and governance mediated by Internet technology is 

relatively recent, and so this report must draw upon a framework that is theoretically and 

empirically immature. A number of reports have been generated by national 

governments, international bodies (especially the United Nations and European Union) 

and advisory associations (e.g., Organization for Economic Co-operation and 
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Development), and while these are a useful measure of governing bodies’ interest in the 

technology, they add little to the “state of the art.”  Many engage the concept essentially 

at the level of a mission statement, which does little to either track or encourage actual 

developments (e.g, OECD in Field 2003).  Other studies fail by attempting too wide a 

survey, and by stripping the nuances of local applications from their surveys in order to 

generate statistical comparisons between cities or countries (Global Survey by UNPAN 

2001, West 2004).  These results are meaningless inasmuch as they often do not capture 

differences between Internet consumption habits of their governments’ constituents, do 

not measure whether the proffered e-government services are actually used, and/or cannot 

illustrate how e-government solutions were suggested by, sprang from, replaced, or 

compliment other forms of governance.  The best of them do suggest interesting uses of 

e-government and spot specific deficiencies; Charles Kaylor’s MeGAP profile of 

American cities is exemplary. (Kaylor 2002). 

 Cultural theorists have long address the methodological implications and flaws in 

this sort of analysis (Raymond Williams in Maris 2000 and in Caldwell 2000,  Brian 

Winston and Jurgen Habermas in Maris 2000, Justin Lewis and Toby Miller in Lewis 

2003).  Their argument, that the integration of technologies into systems of social and 

economic production is heavily biased by existing cultural habits is well supported by 

histories of the telephone (Marvin 1987), radio and broadcast television (Starr 2004), and 

my own prior work. 

 Recognizing, then, that the Internet is in an intermediate stage of adoption and 

mostly lacks firm “best practices,”7 this thesis uses the e-government profile of Charles 

                                                 
7 “Intermediate stage of adoption” meaning that the standards for commerce, government applications, 
legislative control, security and policing are all still in development. 
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Kaylor (Kaylor 2002) and a comparative analysis between Philadelphia and several cities 

deploying broadband wireless networks to evaluate the motivations and efficacy of 

Philadelphia’s own e-government applications.  News networks are a primary source of 

data, complimented by online sources of commentary and criticism (blogs, technology-

specific online newsletters, email listservs), and academic journals (particularly Gillett 

2003 for MIT).  These provide both political context and an excellent overview of the 

technological decisions Philadelphia will need to make.   

 Finally, a several interviews with Philadelphia decision-makers, affected public 

officials, and citizens were audited and conducted to get a better grasp on the city’s goals 

and the wireless project’s public reception.  To these were added commentary by outside 

observers - either IT professionals such as Kaylor or officials from other cities 

considering wireless projects of their own. 

In loosely structured interviews, these respondents address whether Philadelphia’s 

wireless project supports citizens in capacities that the government is already obliged to 

provide for them: to be well educated, to be governed efficiently and unobtrusively, and 

to be protected.  This thesis does not attempt to consider whether universal broadband 

access is a “good idea” in some general sense.  The fact that Philadelphia has stepped in 

to provide it on the public dime suggests that it is important to the mission of the city, or 

is of such pressing concern as a matter of economic justice that the Philadelphia was 

compelled to intercede of behalf of the city’s (many) underprivileged.   

Decoupling “Wireless Philadelphia’s” policy goals from its technological 

initiatives is an important first step, and demonstrates that not nearly enough attention has 

been paid to how the former will really support the latter.  Philadelphia has framed its 
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policy goals poorly.  Success at providing wireless infrastructure does not guarantee 

success in returning the civic, educational, and financial benefits that the city has 

indicated it expects for its investment, and creating the network by fiat is an especially 

poor tactic for technologies that generate value through collaboration and integration into 

preexisting systems of production.  Mayor Street’s technological wizardry will not 

materially advance Philadelphia’s condition or prestige unless the city government can 

integrate these new capabilities into their existing operations – a level of planning the 

Mayor has not indicated that he intends to see done before the wireless network is 

launched. 

Nonetheless, it is likely the project is a good idea. Experience with wireless and e-

government initiatives in other settings prove that the efficiency of government, its 

accessibility to citizens, and attractiveness to investment can all by increased by 

intelligent application of this technology.  The rewards of e-government application are 

not mirages.  If he exchanges slogans for adroit commitment to new services, Mayor 

Street has the opportunity to pioneer a legitimate Philadelphia First: an American city 

with a public Internet presence that is truly constitutive of, and aimed at serving, the 

public.   

Chapter one presents Philadelphia, once the “workshop of the world” as a city in 

recent decline, struggling to attract new residents and meet its basic obligations to those it 

has retained.  Property and business taxes have both eroded significantly, and it is in the 

context of a deep-rooted fiscal crisis that one must examine a whole series of 

Philadelphia’s grand development plans – of which “Wireless Philadelphia” is only the 

latest.  Chapter two illustrates both the political and technological dynamics of 
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Philadelphia’s decision by profiling several municipalities that have already extended 

some level of wireless broadband access.  The users they target (or exclude), the 

infrastructure they choose to deploy, and the cooperation with or frustration of their 

efforts by vested commercial telecommunications interests demonstrate that a wide 

variety of implementations are plausible within Philadelphia.  The experiences of these 

cities suggest questions Philadelphia has not been asking of itself.  Chapter three 

describes the origin and operation of “e-government” strategies in the Unites States.  This 

is an important area of municipal innovation, and a concept whose applications at the 

level of the city government have been operationalized to a much greater degree than its 

vague usage suggests.  By examining case studies and the theory of e-government’s 

professionalization, I argue that this city practice falls far short of providing any sort of e-

citizenship worth having and, indeed, that this is ultimately Philadelphia’s loss.  Chapter 

four challenges Philadelphia to do better than the theory and practice it has inherited.  It 

is not the first city to confuse expanding governance to extending citizenship, but it is the 

first major US city to declare the Internet a “right of citizenship.”  To use the Internet to 

reinforce others of those rights - to participate in municipal decision-making, to education 

and human services, and to economic opportunities - is a somewhat more challenging 

task.  Drawing on our new knowledge of Internet and wireless networks, and the 

knowledge we have inherited from other community development efforts, this thesis 

concludes by surveying the exceptional, unrealized promise of the Internet.  Wireless 

Philadelphia presents a unique opportunity to work toward that promise. 
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 CHAPTER 1 

“Great needs:” old trouble for Philadelphia Y2K 

Philadelphia has been steadily shedding jobs and residents for fifty years, its old 

industrial centers to the north along the Delaware River and through the Navy Shipyards 

are rusting away while the city struggles to hold its core steady against the ring of urban 

decay that surrounds.8  City Hall and tourists’ literature recalls Philadelphia as a “city of 

firsts” – with the first university, the first department store, the first capital of the United 

States of America – but the local popular imagination has recently come to define it 

equally by its failings: failing schools, a bankrupt and retracting public transit system, 

exorbitant taxes, and a sputtering economy.   

Philadelphia’s faults are familiar.  The city spends less than $9,000 to educate 

each of its students annually, while the suburbs spend half again to double as much.  

Patricia Renzulli, the CIO of the Philadelphia Public Schools, relates that its’ been “hell.” 

because of the needs being so great and how feeble I thought my attempts were to 
deliver what’s necessary.  There weren’t adequate resources, I had incompetent 
staff, I didn’t have enough money.9 
 

Public schools are supported out of the local tax base, yet in Philadelphia that tax base 

has shrunk dramatically as businesses and more affluent residents fled to the suburbs.  

Janice Madden and William Stull argue that this socioeconomic segregation is self-

perpetuating: 

…the increasing propensity of the poor to reside in the city and of the nonpoor to 
reside in the suburbs creates financial problems for the city, regardless of changes 
in the incidence of poverty for the region as a whole…   [and] in any case, 
attempts to tax the nonpoor who live in the city are counterproductive, because 

                                                 
8 See Nash 2002, Warner 1987, pg. 179 
9 Renzulli, Interview 9/17/2003 
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such efforts only increase the incentive for nonpoor city residents to move to the 
suburbs.10  

 
Local businesses, too, have left or insisted that Philadelphia exempt them from a 

tax burden that is 30% greater than for businesses in nearby New York City.11  Tax 

abatement became a central issue in the recent Mayoral contest between John Street and 

Republican challenger Sam Katz in 2003, and conflicting tax agendas between the Mayor 

and his City Council deadlocked the passage of Philadelphia’s budget for FY 2005.  

Ultimately the City Council won a decrease in the city’s wage tax from Mayor Street, but 

the response has been a decline in the city’s bond rating, which remains at “negative 

outlook.”12  Most recently, Comcast has lobbied hard for a 15-year tax exemption on a 

new office in Philadelphia in return boosting its roster of employees 20%; and so 

Philadelphia finds itself trading employment for tax revenue, abusing the sate “Keystone 

Opportunity Zone” program while it struggles to reform its tax code without further 

bankrupting the city.  Even Philadelphia’s local public transportation is failing:  SEPTA, 

the regional transportation carrier is $62 million in deficit and threatening both service 

retractions and fare hikes early in 2005 unless the public bails it out. 

There is no question that Philadelphia could use a shot in the arm, though the fact 

that the “world’s workshop” is looking to get its lift from information technology 

demonstrates not only how much that world has changed in fifty years, but also the 

changed fortune of Philadelphia within it.  It is not coincidental that in these years of 

decline, Philadelphia has become “the city of Big Ideas.”  In response to a shrinking tax 

base, Philadelphia’s political leadership posited tourism, sports stadiums, hospitals and 

                                                 
10 Madden and Stoll 1991, pg. 108 
11 Rulison 2003 
12 “Firm lowers Philadelphia’s bond rating.” Associated Press. October 20, 2004. 
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the Avenue of the Arts.  In place of funding or reforming its education system, the city 

outsourced part of the problem.  Critics contend, not without reason, that instead of 

addressing its daunting structural weaknesses, the city tacks ornate and intriguing 

gimmicks onto its ever-rustier frame. 

 

To the Rescue: Can the Internet make Philadelphia a “global city?” 

The new silver bullet from Mayor John Street is Philadelphia’s future “wireless 

cloud,” whose plan is being developed by a special commission for public debate in early 

2005.  This extraordinary promise would create the United States’ largest wireless “hot 

spot,” and set a new standard for public provision of Internet services to citizens – a 

million and a half residents, and all visitors to the city would be entitled to a free ride 

along the Internet Superhighway.  There is a familiar element of frustration in the 

decision, evident in the prescriptive form of the Mayor’s proposal and his quip that 

Philadelphia “has not had a first in technology since the Univac.”  Wireless Philadelphia 

must be analyzed, at least in part, as defensive attempt to stem the flow of people and 

businesses out of the city.13

Somewhat ironically, what this project also admits is that to protect Philadelphia’s 

slice of the economic pie, city leaders must fight to better integrate the city into a global 

environment where information, capital, and jobs are decreasingly bound by geography.  

Many economic and management activities are moving online, and those that do 

generally add more value to regional economies than those left behind.14  The 

corresponding growth of the Internet benefits those cities that are in a position to 

                                                 
13 http://www.phila.gov/wireless 
14 See Ira Magaziner, Senior Policy Advisor to Pres. Clinton in Jenkins & Thorburn 2003, pgs. 112-114. 
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participate in the creation of wealth through this network.  In the U.S. alone, retail e-

commerce grew by 23.1% between the second quarters of fiscal years 2003 and 2004, to 

$15.6 billion or almost 2% of total national retail sales (See Figure 2.1).15  Global use is 

growing even more dramatically.  800 million individuals have begun trading 

information, goods, and services online in the ten years since the Internet’s creation, and 

though this accounts for only 12.5% of the world’s population, the Internet’s growth in 

usage is greater than 100%.16   

The real importance of the Internet and its suite of related technologies is not only 

participation by (or sales to) the masses, however, but in the way it has rearranged 

systems of production to function more seamlessly on a global scale.  Beginning in the 

mid 1980s, a series of city theorists began to appreciate how some cities had ceased to 

actually exist as centers of production, but rather have come to be nodes in a global 

economic system where, through the use of expanded information and communication 

technologies (ICTs), the could direct production through a variety of high-level services 

(legal, financial, political, and technological).17  Theorists such as Castells, Friedman, 

Sassen, and Hall explored the new urban ecology of these “global cities” – a concept they 

developed and propagated so effectively that eventually Friedman lamented that it had 

escaped his control and came to represent a kind of symbolic benchmark for any 

ambitious city to aspire to.18 In particular, by ordering cities into “tiers” – primary, 

secondary and so on – Friedman stoked a false competition that encouraged cities to 

                                                 
15 “Retail 2Q, 2004 E-Commerce Report,” August 2004. 
16 Nielson/NR Poll in Internet Usage Statistics 2004.  Growth statistic is between 2000 and 2004, not 
annual.  Note: In America, 69% of the population has access.  Nearly half use broadband (high-speed cable 
or DSL), the others dial-up.   
17 Castells 1996; Graham and Marvin 1996 
18 Friedmann and Sassen in Knox 1995, Friedman 1986, Sassen 1994, Castelles in LeGales 1996 and 
Wheeler 2002. 
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ignore the (important) local variations in demography, systems of production, regional 

relationships and political goals.   

More recently, theorists have fought to recast the challenge of global competition 

in terms of leveraging local competencies and coalitions.  Eric Swyngedouw, Guy 

Baeten, and Jennifer Robinson are among those geographers who have been moved to 

restate how local factors matter tremendously to a region’s development; so called 

“glocal” development highlights the importance of regional growth coalitions that can 

provide the political and business leadership to develop and leverage global ICT 

infrastructure.  This is an important addition to global city theory, not a repudiation of it – 

clearly, a centralization of power has occurred within those cities that best control the 

resources important to the global economy: capital, insurance, legal arbitration and 

political influence. 

While Philadelphia was once the “workshop of the world” it is not among these 

extraordinary global cities, and yet it must compete with them for attention, investment, 

and residents.  Recognition of this fact by cities has led to as sort of “hyper-competition” 

between them, and it is in this context – the fear of being left behind - that Philadelphia’s 

push for advanced communications technology must be seen.  Philadelphia’s Executive 

Wireless Committee’s first statement is unequivocal: “Philadelphia must embrace 

wireless if it is to remain a competitive location for businesses and organizations and stay 

attractive to knowledge workers who are driving today’s economy.”19

The Wireless Committee is correct to foreground the importance of the city’s 

structural relationship to the Internet and ICT technology.  Yet its argument that “wireless 

broadband” is imperative functions chiefly through associating this project with more 
                                                 
19 http://www.phila.gov/wirless/facts.html 
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general and better-reasoned arguments in favor of “digital cities.”  The importance of 

public wireless by itself is not an easily verified contention, and it is not clear that 

Philadelphia has tried to verify it – instead, Philadelphia’s Chief Information Office 

Diana Neff, the rest of the Executive Committee, and the press have stressed other (non-

economic) perceived benefits: Mayor Street is “committed to providing some level of 

access to everybody free of charge.”20  Wireless Philadelphia is meant to “empower 

workers, residents, and employees,” and “maximize the human potential of 

[Philadelphians]” because “great cities seize the opportunity to adopt new 

technologies.”21  This is a bit of a rhetorical trick, linking the (perceived) competitive 

necessity of wireless technology to a high-minded civics project.  At best, such a 

presentation muddies public perception of Philadelphia’s decision-making criteria; at 

worst, it demonstrates that they city itself is not certain why broadband wireless is a good 

idea.  In the coming months, Philadelphia will have the opportunity to explore concretely 

how the Internet helps it address its structural crises in education, employment and 

income, but so far it appears to have given this analysis short shrift.   

These methodological problems confuse, but do not doom Philadelphia’s project.  

There do exist credible arguments in favor of extending the Internet to better support 

education, good governance, and civic participation, and this report will explore 

examples of their application in several municipal contexts in the next chapter.  Many 

eyes are on Philadelphia’s efforts, and in the last analysis the push for a “wireless city” 

guaranteed by the government may be as symbolically important as practically beneficial 

to Philadelphia.  To succeed, the city will have to be clear and convincing in its case that 

                                                 
20 Philadelphia CIO Diana Neff, Interview by M. Strassman for Broadband Wireless Access World.   
21 http://www.phila.gov/wirless/facts.html 
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Internet access is now a fundamental right of citizens, without which they are 

disadvantaged.  Philadelphia will also have be repudiate, ideologically and by example, 

the conventional wisdom which insists that the private sector is the only reasonable way 

to provide complex services to citizens. 

 The risk and reward to the city are evident in a quick analysis of the costs of 

service provision.  Broadband technology is surprisingly inexpensive, and the city 

already owns the telephone poles and claims legal “right of way” – goods competing 

telecommunications companies must pay franchise fees to obtain.  Using technology 

essentially identical to consumer-grade wireless routers, Philadelphia CIO Diana Neff 

estimates a $10 million installation cost with $1.5 million annual upkeep.  Anchor Free 

Wireless, a company based working out of Silicon Valley with credentials including the 

installation of Palo Alto’s “Hot Zone” estimates it can create Philadelphia’s network for 

half of that cost.22  This equates to somewhere between $40,000 and $70,000 a square 

mile, compared an estimated $1 million per square mile cost of wiring the city for 

broadband.23

 The per-citizen cost is alluring to Madison, Wisconsin and other would-be 

wireless cities; per-citizen access of a dollar per year is absurdly cheaper than the current 

commercial rate of a dollar per day.24  These savings are compelling even if 

Philadelphia’s figures are off by an order of magnitude.  Extensive theoretical and 

practical difficulties beset Philadelphia’s plan, but with a potential for such a dramatic 

                                                 
22 Muniwireless 2004, http://www.muniwireless.com/archives/000447.html 
23 Philadelphia CIO Diana Neff, Interview by M. Strassman for Broadband Wireless Access World; for 
further comparison, consider that Verizon is beginning to install fiber(optic)-to-home service, with vastly 
superior throughput, in some markets; they are spending “billions” in Dallas at $1,000 per home. 
24 Based on $30-50 monthly DSL or Cable Broadband rate, and $1.5 million/year maintenance estimate for 
Philadelphia’s network.   
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cost savings it is not difficult to see that even a qualified success in the City of Brotherly 

Love may move its sister-cities to tumble after. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Technology and politics – a survey of relevant case studies   

The catch, surprisingly, may be less in the specifics of Philadelphia’s plan than in 

the difficulty the city has had in convincing the business community and state legislature 

that it has the right to implement any telecommunication system at all.  Four years ago 

this was a moot questions – no city would have proposed to do so.25  Yet in that time the 

cost of broadband infrastructure has plummeted, and its demand risen beyond the 

capability of commercial providers to meet it.  Many cities are considering plans and 

some have already stepped in to fill the service gap for their residents.  Many more have 

been stalled by the trend towards privatization and the belief among policy makers – 

strongly supported by the telecommunications industry – that cities cannot efficiently 

provide high-tech services. 

 This chapter discusses the growing precedent for municipally provided 

telecommunications services, particularly fiber optic lines and wireless broadband 

Internet access.  No “one size fits all” solution exists, nor are cities’ reasons for bypassing 

and supplementing commercial alternatives always similar.  The practice and politics of 

building public IT solutions bear striking resemblances from place to place, however, 

whether from Louisiana or Los Angeles, and their lessons must inform Mayor Street’s 

contention that he has both the justification and the means to build a public network in 

Philadelphia. 

                                                 
25 The rare exceptions, Allegheny County, MD and Blacksburg, VA are discussed below. 
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Certainly commercial broadband providers have noticed towns and cities recently 

trending towards providing their own Internet solutions.  In many cases, the local service 

provider – often SBC Communications, Bell South, Verizon, or Cox Communications - 

has already waged extensive (and expensive) public relations campaigns against such 

proposals, and especially vitriolic battles have erupted between public interest groups and 

private service providers over fiber-to-door connection.  High-profile, multiyear debates 

over public fiber optic service pitted these interests against each other in a three-city 

consortium west of Chicago, and in Lafayette, Louisiana.  Citizens in Batavia, Geneva, 

and St. Charles outside of Chicago eventually voted down the bond referendum that 

would have allowed their project to proceed.  Conversely, in late November, Lafayette’s 

City Council approved a $110 million bond issue to support their electric utility in 

building out fiber-to-home, over the objection of Bell South and Cox Communications.  

These different outcomes come of two very similar feuds, and the arguments advanced 

for and against public intervention here were predicative of the erupting debate in 

Pennsylvania.   

Lafayette runs an electric utility that already uses fiber optic lines to manage its 

electrical grid, and the utility recently proposed to extent its service to all residents of the 

city.  By offering “triple-play” service, meaning combined cable, voice-over-IP (VoIP) 

telephony, and Internet access for $85/month, the city estimates it can defray the more 

than $100 million bond investment required to install the cable.26  Lafayette Utilities 

System (LUS), the provider, actively lobbied the citizens, commissioned feasibility 

studies and scheduled the recent city council vote to fund the system by issuing bonds.  In 

response, BellSouth has growled to the press that it would like to know:  
                                                 
26 Taylor “LUS fiber study released; no fees finalized”  
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What kind of economic development message [is being sent] to businesses 
considering locating to Lafayette when you compete with existing companies that 
are outstanding corporate citizens, are among the highest taxpayers and employ 
1,500 people?27 
 
With Cox Communications, Lafayette’s other major telecommunications 

provider, BellSouth has publicly mused that the city may have to cut services “when” its 

telecommunications venture fails, a claim LUS Director Terry Huval dismisses as fear 

mongering.  “A major objective of the private companies is to delay and frustrate the 

process” argues Huval, while, in contrast to their testiness with the city government, 

BellSouth and Cox Communications have pursued a sugar-sweet “placation” strategy 

with Lafayette’s residents.  By successfully lobbying the FCC to omit them from having 

to share fiber optic infrastructure with competitors, and by committing to make Lafayette 

the “backbone” of a dramatic new expansion of service in the South, BellSouth is 

assuring residents that it will soon be able to provide better, safer service for the city than 

LUS.  

 

Public subsidies and free markets 

 This argument is line with the conventional wisdom that though “a town can 

make any argument it wants [because] it has as much money as it can pull out of its 

taxpayers […], no municipal model can succeed because the annual maintenance costs 

are likely to be exorbitant.”28  Neo-liberal economic theory views governments as poorly 

equipped to deal with technical challenges; likely to let corrupt politics and an 

ideologically-based commitment to one solution (such as fiber) lock citizens into long-

                                                 
27 “Proposed BellSouth questions for telcom forum.” July 2, 2004. 
28 William Frezza, with Adams Capital Management in Cambridge, MA quoted in Asbrand, 2004. 
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term bonds for soon-obsolete systems.  Markets, in contrast, provide multiple solutions 

and relatively little risk to taxpayers.   

 Advocates of a public Internet service provider in Batavia, Geneva, and St. 

Charles in Illinois counter that, in their case and many others, the market has not 

provided any reasonable solution to their region.  All three cities already operate their 

own electric utilities, and at a 30% discount from the local commercial provider 

(ComEd).29 “Abysmal customer service” and spotty broadband coverage led the towns to 

combine proposals to extend fiber optic service through their own utilities, a decision that 

local activist Annie Collins sees as far wider-reaching than simply providing an Internet 

connection: 

We see a FTTH build as an offering that goes leaps and bounds beyond what any 
traditional player would bring to our market. In addition, we think our cities can 
better use that utility to provide services the incumbents wouldn’t think of 
providing in a package. Think electric and water meter reading. Think 
telemedicine with a direct link to our local hospitals and health departments. 
Think private business networks […], distance learning with several of our local 
(and “not so local”) colleges or National Labs (Fermi & Argonne) that will be on 
our existing ring before the end of the year. Instead of the “triple play” that the 
incumbents are trying to offer, we’re shooting for the “octuple play.”30 
 

 There is some support for both of these positions – that the public risk is to high for 

municipal services, and that the unresponsiveness or inegalitarian nature of commercial 

solutions is too shoddy to meet the public’s need.  Citizens’ rejection of the public system 

near Chicago is one sort of repudiation; it also reflects the concerted lobbying of two 

allied telecommunications providers against public investment.     

Ideally, the decision should be made situationally, not ideologically.  Collins 

allows that “if your cable service is fine, your city doesn’t have an electric utility, or only 

                                                 
29 Collins, Annie. Interview by Bayoubuzz. May 2003. 
30 Collins, Annie. Interview by Bayoubuzz. May 2003. 
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want to provide internet services, wireless may more than suit your needs.”  More to the 

point, the demand may not be present.  Three Rivers Connect, a non-profit partnered with 

several wireless providers to “unwire” several locations in Pittsburgh in 2002.  As soon 

as the service moved to charge a fee, users disconnected.31  Even as Philadelphia moves 

forward with its own wireless cloud, the 3rc network is being dismantled.     

Clearly, commercial solutions are not uniform between companies or across 

geographic regions.  Where the profit incentives, level of competition, and public 

pressure to deploy wireless solutions differ, vastly different architectures and rate 

schedules will be developed by companies to deliver these services.32  Even within this 

spectrum, the commercial sector contains its own irrationalities, weaknesses and blind 

spots.  The most serious is structural; telecommunications companies incur huge sunken 

costs for expanding their infrastructure, and this fact favors well-capitalized national 

providers to the frequent exclusion of honest competition.  Even incumbents, to recoup 

the cost of investment and return profit to their shareholders, must target wealthy 

markets.  Providing for the poor is a luxury many simply cannot afford.  As a recent 

report on local broadband initiatives out of the Harvard Kennedy School of Government 

noted:  

In light of the financial problems faced by the telecommunications sector – 
including the bankruptcy of many competitive local exchange providers over the 
last two years and the declining profitability of the incumbent local exchange 
carriers-- the private sector's ability and incentives to undertake [the necessary] 
investment is in doubt.33 
 
Put differently, for many regions of the country broadband consumers will have 

no choice at all, much less those (theoretically) provided by a healthy and competitive 

                                                 
31 Guzzo 2002 and http://3rd.org 
32 Gillett 2003, pgs. 4-6 
33 Clark 2002, pg. 5 
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market.  It is no surprise that municipalities are tempted to occupy the difference between 

broadband Internet’s importance to their community and the ability of commercial 

telecommunications to provide the service.  Citizens who feel broadband access is 

important to their quality of life, regional coalitions who deem it important for 

competitive advantage in attracting businesses and residents, and public servants who 

require it for job efficiency all pressure local governments to fill this gap. Whether or not 

these governments are sufficient to the task is largely an empirical question, yet research 

on the subject is still scant.  No “systematic data documenting the current status of 

municipal broadband initiatives” or their implication for economic development, private 

telecommunications provision, on the operation of municipal government has been 

conducted.34 The “best practices” guides that exist serve as advertisements for the 

wireless installation companies that create them.35 

 

So when are public networks “right?”  

It is clear that some factors correlate with interest in and success at municipalities 

becoming telecommunications providers, Sharon Gillett has shown in an MIT study.  In 

particular, those that manage electric utilities are vastly more likely to have successfully 

run or coordinated the extension of network services.  Within this cohort, those that are 

smaller than the average US community (8,000 people) are much more likely to have 

extended service to residents than large communities (on average 149,000) who are more 

likely to extend service only to businesses.  Gillett concludes from her analysis that 

                                                 
34 Ibid 2003, pg. 5 
35 Stone 2004 for Civitum is one of the few available.  Useful, but clearly a partisan “cookbook.” 
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success correlates with lack of interest or obstruction by private corporations, rather than 

competition with them:  

Smaller communities may be less well-served by the private sector because 
commercial carriers may perceive them to be unprofitable in light of the high 
fixed costs of broadband technology and low prospects for aggregate demand. 
Larger communities, on the other hand, may experience an abundance of 
competitive entry that suggests a coordinating or facilitating role for the local 
government (for example, to encourage competition but minimize street cuts by 
bringing fiber installation under city management, while leaving the actual use of 
the fiber to the commercial sector).36 
 

 Several small cities have developed their wireless systems under threat by their 

local business community to relocate to a town with better communications 

infrastructure.  Scottsburg, Indiana, is an example; the town could not convince 

commercial providers that covering the town of 6,000 would be profitable and so local 

businesses – including even automotive shops – had been forced to subscribe to 

expensive T1 lines and were threatening to close their doors.37  In response Scottsburg 

formed a “Citizens’ Communication Corp (C3)” and within two years covered 90% of 

the town with broadband wireless, available by subscription to both businesses and 

citizens at a significant discount.  

 Other regions acted to provide for their own interests first.  Allegheny County in 

Western Maryland is perhaps the nation’s oldest broadband wireless project - in 1996, 

frustrated that they could not interest commercial providers in upgrading their service 

beyond dialup, the county used a $60,000 grant from the Appalachian Regional 

Commission to construct a wireless backbone system to provide broadband Internet to 90 

schools, libraries, non-profits and government buildings.38 It has since extended the 

                                                 
36 Gillett 2003, pg. 2 
37 Barranca 2003, pg. 13 and Muniwireless.  
38 Barranca 2003, pg. 15 
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network to cover 70% of the 85,000 county residents; local ISPs lease the connection 

provided by the county and both market and manage the actual provision to consumers.      

Sometimes cities’ wireless projects are targeted to provide for their own official 

work forces.  Corpus Christi, Texas has finished a $600,000 mesh network used by 

assessors, police, and first-responders to replace expensive cellular or satellite equipment 

for uplink.39  Specially designed meters for gas and electric utilities will report usage 

directly through cities’ wireless networks without human mediation, and the information 

will be available to citizens through the city’s website at cctexas.gov.  Two other 

California towns, Pratt and San Mateo, have recently extended wireless networks 

primarily for use by their police departments.40  These internal networks are usually 

extended to citizens eventually, either sold directly by the municipality or packaged by 

commercial ISPs who license the public bandwidth for a fee.  A great deal of 

experimentation is still occurring with wireless technology, in large part because its 

networks are inexpensive to build and maintain.  Most of municipal networks in this 

mold are relatively “light weight” and respond to a specific deficiency in commercial 

coverage; they generally do not compete with it.  

 The case for municipal fiber optic is somewhat different, and mainly strengthened 

by the incredible cost of deploying the fiber cable in the first place.  Such infrastructure 

costs create a “natural monopoly,” where the margin of profit on the good eventually 

provided is so slim that a market could not support competition.41  The provider could be 

a heavily regulated commercial interest, as has been a common model within the 

telecommunications industry and (until recently) among electrical utilities.  Alternately, 

                                                 
39 See Muniwireless 2004, and http://www.muniwireless.com/archives/000402.html 
40 Barranca 2003, pg. 18 
41 Sabuldowsky 2004 
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the monopoly may be administered by a public entity and, argues public fiber advocate 

John St. Julien,   

Since a fiber optic to the home network will be a natural monopoly in the same 
way that a water service is a natural monopoly, nobody should be surprised to see 
municipalities, who are the closest to their citizens of all forms of government, 
considering making local monopoly fiber networks municipal utilities. Whether it 
fits into the old pattern of "essential services" depends upon how you regard fiber 
optic networks.42 
 
Contrary to neo-liberal predictions, municipalities have generally provided 

excellent business models and proven quite adroit at managing their own 

telecommunications utilities.  The flagship public fiber optic systems in Lafayette and the 

Tri-City consortium of Illinois still exist only on paper, but both are headed to public 

votes and – especially in Lafayette – look likely to be built and to be sustainable.43 

Coldwater, Michigan is already providing VoIP service to its 10,000 residents.  Wireless 

access is so far limited to public officials in Corpus Christi, Texas, but a survey of US 

wireless clouds by the University of Georgia at Athens found that 60% are created to 

provide community access.44 Indeed, access has been extended to the citizens in Hermosa 

Beach, Florida, Allegheny County in Maryland, and more than 15 other cities.45  A 

significant and growing number of cities are providing telecommunications services to 

their citizens, by and large successfully, and three generalized cases cover most of these 

experiments: 

Philadelphia does not easily fit any of these profiles.  It is not the first city to 

propose guaranteeing wireless access “for the people,” but the scale of its development is 

staggeringly larger than its predecessors – most of whom had no commercial alternative.  

                                                 
42 John St. Julien in Sabludowsky 2004 
43 Taylor, Claire. “LUS fiber study released; no fees finalized” 
44 Shamp 2004, pg. 3 
45 Shamp 2004, pg. 4 
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Empirical evidence demonstrates that cities generally develop their own network where 

no commercial broadband service is available.  Sharon Gillette at MIT has profiled this 

class of city as atypically small and rural, though very often already managing an electric 

utility.  Second, several underserved cities have pushed to extend fiber optic networks – 

already in use for monitoring electrical networks or other public purposes – to businesses 

and residents.  These plans inevitably run afoul of tenacious commercial resistance to the 

idea.  Private telecommunications providers argue that public investment in a single 

technology discourages diverse investments by private actors, that it retards the growth of 

the infrastructure, that municipal projects are inefficiently run and that the product is 

inevitably badly allocated.  These are all valid concerns but somewhat belied by 

municipal experience, and often motivated by fear of competition.  A public carrier with 

fiber optic capabilities directly threatens the present and future revenue streams of both 

cable and telephone companies.  Finally, a third class of cities use wireless technology to 

compliment other city networks.  They may provide downtown “hotspots” for 

businesspeople and tourists, citywide access for public employees, or “backbone” service 

for local wireless Internet service providers (WISPs). 

 

 Scaling up: New York, Chicago, and Philadelphia 

  Philadelphia is not, of course, the only major American city to confront the 

challenge of securing access (wireless or otherwise) for itself and its residents.  Chicago 

is in the process of packaging all of its internal telecommunications needs – for which it 

pays $30 million annually – into one bloc, and intends to use this aggregate buying power 

to cajole whatever telecommunications company contracts for the service into meeting 
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some special terms.46  Three companies are in final negotiations with the city.  In return 

for access to Chicago’s public roof-tops, telephone polls, and special rights to street-cuts, 

the winning company will be required to extend its fiber-optic backbone to otherwise 

unprofitable areas.  Chicago may then subsidize or extend bandwidth to companies 

providing service to these underserved areas, and though the fees the city pays its service 

provider will increase as a function of these bandwidth uses, the cost of doing business 

with the current incumbent, SBC Communications, are being underbid by its competitors.   

New York City is considering not only Chicago’s model, but also that of 

NYSERNet, a non-profit company that is working with leading universities and hospitals 

within New York City to build their own fiber optic backbone.  In return for a significant 

capital investment of $6 million initially, rising to $20 million over a twenty-year period, 

NYSERNet’s participating institutions will receive unlimited bandwidth. They will not 

own the cable, but they will have contracted a fixed cost for its use through 2025, 

meaning that they increase their use and extend the network with wireless access points 

without incurring new costs.47   

In fact, Sharon Gillett recognizes four distinct modes by which cities may engage 

this process: as broadband users; as rule-makers; as financiers; or as infrastructure 

developers (see Figure 3.1).48  Chicago has pursued the first two, acting as an “anchor 

tenant” to a contract that, through the city’s pull in the market and its capacity to regulate 

who can access city streets, telephone polls, and roof-tops, forces companies to extend 

their network further than is otherwise profitable to them.  New York in considering 

compromises between this and the fourth method of engagement: actually developing 

                                                 
46 Miller 2003, pg. 11 
47 Miller 2003, pg. 12 
48 Gillette 2003, pg. 6 
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infrastructure itself.  In neither case would the cities take responsibility for the “last mile” 

technology, however – though they might lease their bandwidth to companies interested 

in providing broadband wireless to residents, neither Chicago nor New York City will be 

in the business of strapping routers to telephone polls.      

The extraordinary size of its proposed network, the variety of commercial services 

already available throughout the city, and the close proximity of the city’s Internet 

service to its point of consumption all distinguish Philadelphia from other existing 

municipal broadband providers.  Two major companies - Verizon and Comcast – already 

provide commercial DSL and Cable broadband access, respectively, to the city, and 

Philadelphia is not proposing to lay fiber optic lines or otherwise trump the capabilities of 

these companies.  Despite the Executive Wireless Committee’s claim to the contrary, 

Philadelphia’s network is not an optimal way to “provide affordable access to high-speed 

telecommunications to small, midsize and economically disadvantaged businesses.”49
 

The level of service Philadelphia is prepared to offer, compared to Lafayette, is quite low 

–insufficient for many business applications, certainly not better than what the private 

sector already offers - and this reflects the system’s different focus.  

 This focus is egalitarian access.  Philadelphia’s strongest case for building its 

own network is to argue that the Internet is a basic amenity, and the city’s commitment to 

directly provide it at little or no charge to each resident distinguishes “Wireless 

Philadelphia” from the public/private hybrids being explored by other major US cities.  In 

the words of the city’s CIO, Diana Neff, what makes this “special is that whatever the 

                                                 
49 http://www.phila.gov/wireless/ 
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deployment this Mayor is committed to providing some access to everybody free of 

charge.”50  

 Wireless is the only available solution that fits Philadelphia’s bill and budget. 

Fiber optic lines are not a reasonable investment, and would undoubtedly antagonize the 

city’s commercial providers.51  Neither New York City or Chicago’s developments 

provide a delivery method for the poor, or guarantee its near-term availability.  At $10 

million, Philadelphia’s proposed wireless network would cost one-sixth as much as it’s 

2004 subsidy to SEPTA, or one-tenth of 1% of the same year’s expenditure on police, 

prisons, and criminal justice.52 The cost in dollars of this “grand gesture,” when put in 

perspective, is hardly prohibitive. 

 Yet there may be hidden costs.  The chief criticism leveled against Philadelphia 

and other municipalities managing their own telecommunications infrastructure is that 

public subsidies (e.g., providing Internet access for below-market rates) are a disincentive 

for commercial investment, without which innovation and diversity within the overall 

telecommunications system will atrophy.  Gillette (2003) and Clark (2002) have noted 

that while the research to confirm this has not been conducted, the neo-liberal argument 

seems plausible. 

 Proponents of municipal projects counter that the telecommunications industry 

does not support a competitive market for public investment to sour.  Lawyer Jim Baller 

upbraided the state of the market in a recent interview regarding Lafayette’s plans for 

fiber optic:  

                                                 
50 Philadelphia CIO Diana Neff, Interview by M. Strassman for Broadband Wireless Access World
51 Verizon is hoping to launch video and VoIP services in Philadelphia in 2005 
52 “The Mayor’s Operating Budget in Brief: Fiscal Year 2004,” pg. 16  
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The reality is that the giant telephone and cable companies that dominate the 
broadband market in the United States today are not pushing each other to the 
cutting edge of technology through “extensive” or “chaotic” competition. Far 
from it. Rather, they have settled into a mutually acceptable level of low-grade 
“coopetition” at bandwidth levels that are far below what the nation needs to stay 
competitive globally. Instead, they’re spending enormous amounts of time, effort 
and money on persuading federal and state legislators, agencies and courts to 
allow them to squelch competition from new entrants, particularly public 
entities.53

 
To nonetheless encourage a competitive market for service provision, the FCC has 

historically required telecommunications companies to lease their capacity to local 

competition at wholesale rates and – in theory – Philadelphia could provide Internet 

access through the lines provided by commercial carriers without having to build a 

wireless architecture on top of the city’s existing cable and telephone wired networks.   

 There are technological arguments against this recommendation, but the chief 

problem for Philadelphia and other would-be local providers is political.  Michael Powell 

and the FCC have moved steadily over the past several years to eliminate the conditions 

under and extent to which telecommunications companies must share their lines.  

Officially, Powell believes sharing decreases commercial incentive to invest in 

infrastructure.  In fact, the loosening of these rules has occurred through heavy lobbying 

by increasingly powerful and centralized companies.   

The example of Lafayette illustrates what “competition” is likely to mean in the 

creation of such expensive infrastructure.  The poor service and high fees charged by 

BellSouth and Cox Communications encouraged the city’s electric utility, LUS, to extend 

its fiber optic network to businesses and citizens, and it was not until the threat of public 

intervention that BellSouth agreed to make Lafayette the “backbone” of its regional fiber 

optic network.  Its first act was to lobby the FCC to wave its bandwidth sharing 
                                                 
53 Bode, Karl. 2004. BBR Interview: Jim Baller, Municipal Broadband Attorney 
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requirements, its second to aid the FCC’s (successful) judicial defense of that decision. 

Currently, it is building a network that would be entirely redundant to that of LUS; a fact 

Cox uses to auger against putting taxpayers “on the hook for $100 million.”54  This is a 

valid point.  Fiber optic lines, like water lines, are monopolists’ goods and if the private 

sector extends them first, it will make little sense for LUS to duplicate their effort.  

Competition meant, in this case, political and legal wrangling to secure the right to be 

that monopolist. 

 

Legislating a “free market” in Pennsylvania 

Ironically, Pennsylvania is already “on the hook $100 million” to Verizon, an 

annual fee the state pays the company to subsidize its extension of broadband 

infrastructure to areas of the state that otherwise would not be profitable.  It is not clear 

what, if any, conditions the state is able to enforce as part of its subsidy – while Verizon 

has just begun experimenting with fiber optic connectivity in a few large markets, 

Houston and Boston appear to be ahead of Philadelphia in the queue.  Meanwhile, 

Philadelphia CIO Diana Neff fumes that “less than sixty percent of [Philadelphia’s] 

neighborhoods even have the option to subscribe to high-speed broadband” at all, much 

less through fiber optic service.55  Kutztown has been investigating the cost of publicly 

laying fiber optic lines.  Clearly Pennsylvania cities and towns perceive a service gap, 

which they are willing to invest in fill even as state residents tithe $100 million to 

Verizon to accomplish the same task. 

                                                 
54 Taylor, Claire. Huval: Optic foes using ‘outright lies'. 
55 Public statement to Muniwireless, regarding the Nov. 19, 2004 passage of PA House Bill 30.   
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Verizon’s public response to Philadelphia’s plan has been positive.  Privately, 

however, it moved to rewrite and lobby for the passage of Pennsylvania House Bill 30, 

which not only secures its FY2005 subsidy for network extension but also legally forbids 

“municipal subdivisions” from participating.  Governor Rendell signed the bill into law 

on December 2, but the offending language had not gone unnoticed.  Critics and activists 

charged that Rendell “sold out.”  In fact, under pressure from the “online equivalent of an 

angry mob” Verizon had been coerced into exempting Philadelphia from its ban.56 Any 

other municipality must ask the “dominant telecommunications carrier” for permission to 

deploy its own “fast Internet” system, and the carrier may decline on the grounds that it 

has drafted plans to extend its own service to the region.  As Ron Sege, chief executive 

officer of Tropos Networks quips, “if a city wants to deploy a network like this, the time 

frame the bill gives the incumbents to respond with their own offering is quite 

leisurely.”57

Public interest organizations were irate.  Jeff Chester of the Center for Digital 

Democracy fired back that: 

Rendell sold out the public interest when he signed Verizon’s special interest 
legislation.  By preventing any city in Pennsylvania from establishing its own 
Internet service, Rendell has paved the way for Verizon (and Comcast) to 
monopolize the state’s broadband market.  That means less competition, higher 
prices for consumers, and an irreparable harm to freedom of expression for the 
public.58 
 

Indeed, Pennsylvania’s ongoing subsidy of Verizon is an implicit admission that the 

commercial market, as it is legally and practically defined at this time, is unable to 

provide either the range or extent of services that the public deems necessary.  Rendell 

                                                 
56 Parker, A. “Newly signed law reverts broadband to phone firms” 12/2/2004, and “Verizon’s pledge now 
in writing” 12/1/2004. 
57 Parker, A. “Verizon’s pledge now in writing” 12/1/2004. 
58 Chester, Jeff in “Philadelphia to Fight Ban on Municipal Networks.” Muniwireless.  
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did act against the spirit of Philadelphia’s experiment when he preempted any “spillover” 

public innovation success might have had within the state.  Yet Philadelphia’s project 

will go forward. 

 Clearly it cannot count on the voluntary support of Comcast or Verizon.  Given 

the current effort of the FCC to eliminate mandatory line sharing, Philadelphia cannot 

risk leasing the existing private infrastructure of either company.  Building a citywide 

network of wires, either copper or fiber optic, is simply too expensive for Philadelphia, 

and so the only realistic solution for any comprehensive system in Philadelphia is a 

wireless network.  Here, too, the “infrastructure” has grown increasingly private over the 

past decade.  What options are available to Philadelphia? 

 
Technology: all broadband is not alike 

   The FCC regulates the entire electromagnetic spectrum and it has allocated little 

of it for public use.  It is perhaps easy to understand why: the value of the airwaves has 

increased tremendously as new technologies have taken ever-greater advantage of it; by 

one estimate, the spectrum is worth $800 billion in the US to its licensees.59  At 2.4 GHz 

is a band allocated for “citizen access.”  In fact it is somewhat crowded with radiation 

from wireless telephones, microwaves, and other incidental consumer goods, but it us 

currently serving as the frequency for the most common sort of wireless routers as well.   

These “802.11b” devices, named after the IEEE60 standards definition, are 

manufactured by several companies and sold in great quantities to consumers to extend 

their ISDN, T1, or DSL Internet connection.  Of the 22.7 million Wireless Access Points 

                                                 
59 Snider 2003, pg. 13 
60 Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers – see www.ieee.org 
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(WAPs) or routers sold in 2003, most made use of the 802.11b standard and spectrum.61  

When configured correctly, any device with a receiver (wireless card) within roughly a 

hundred feet of the transmitting router shares the bandwidth being provided by the 

incoming broadband line. 

Philadelphia proposes to mount 1300 to 1500 of these devices – with expanded 

ranges – on top of utility poles throughout the city in a “mesh” architecture.  Each of the 

routers, with slightly overlapping service areas, will report its traffic back to one of 

roughly 450 “connect” points.62  Either through a fiber optic connection or higher 

bandwidth, longer-range wireless solution, these connect points will rout all traffic back 

to the cities main Internet Service Provider (ISP).   

To some degree, new standards may be integrated with 802.11b as they become 

available.  For example, Wi-MAX, a developing long-range wireless technology may 

become useful to “backhaul” data from connection points to City Hall.63 A serious 

drawback of 802.11b, in fact, is its absurdly short range.  Citizens may find that their 

exterior walls block the better part of the connection to their local routers.  Nonetheless, 

better technologies and better bandwidths are generally snapped up by commercial 

interests in advance of the pubic interest; the 802.11b standard is the favorite of 

municipal providers because its transmitters are inexpensive, its receivers are already in 

wide use, and no licensing fee need be paid for use of its spectrum.64

 Businesses within Philadelphia may benefit little from this network, especially as 

citywide traffic increases and (potentially) slows it.  Mission-critical and advanced 

                                                 
61 $2.5 billion in revenues were generated through such sales; in Barranca 2003, pg. 2 
62 Philadelphia CIO Diana Neff, Interview by M. Strassman for Broadband Wireless Access World
63 Ibid. 
64 The work of the New America Foundation is fantastic on this point; see Barranca 2003 and Snider 2003 
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applications will undoubtedly develop through commercial providers with fiber optic 

lines, as they are beginning to worldwide.65 Diana Neff stresses this point, and has 

assured commercial carriers that the city’s work is “complementary” to their business 

models.66

 

Can Philadelphia deliver? 

 Philadelphia’s project provides both less and more than those of its peers in this 

regard.  The scale of its public “takeover” is far less than those proposed in Lafayette, the 

Tri-City region of Illinois, or even one the several cities where government-provided 

wireless access remains the only available broadband connection.  Plenty of competitive 

room will be left for commercial vendors, at least in most profitable markets.  Where 

Philadelphia’s proposition remains exceptional is its direct commitment to providing 

access to every resident within the city.  

This is noble, at a time when educators worry that the problem “is no longer a 

digital divide, but a digital chasm” between those users whose use of the Internet is 

quickly accelerating through broadband connectivity and those – 41.5% in Philadelphia – 

who do not have access either at work or home.67  Historically, cities have entrusted their 

telecommunications infrastructures to the private sector and been able to claim 

reasonable indemnity against the worst human consequences of the results.  Philadelphia, 

by contrast, is looking to raise the bar for Chicago, New York, and other metropolitan 

                                                 
65 The US is ranked 11th in the world, for broadband availability penetration 
66 Philadelphia CIO Diana Neff, Interview by M. Strassman for Broadband Wireless Access World
67 For a discussion on the “digital chasm” in education see Koprowski, Gene.  The Web: New views on the 
'digital divide.,’; Statistics on Internet usage are from www.neweconomyindex.org/metro/philadelphia.html 
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regions in the process of restructuring their own networks, and to make access to the 

Internet very nearly a right of citizenship.   

 Yet, as it strikes off into bold new territory, Philadelphia has not done the simpler, 

most obvious things it should have to promote wireless use in the city.  Sharon Gillett, of 

MIT, notes that the four modes in which cities may engage the problem of wireless 

access are not mutually exclusive.  The “demand side” operations – training, community 

support, alliances with interested not-for-profits, and advocating for citizens with Verizon 

and Comcast – have been neglected.68  Two years ago, Philadelphia’s residents ranked 

thirty-three in the United States for broadband Internet use, with only 20% of the 

Scarborough Research survey respondents having accessed the Internet from such a 

connection within the prior month.69  The city ranks 6th in the United States in terms of 

population, but 18th on list of “New [Urban] Economies.”  These dismal statistics 

underscore Mayor Street’s concern for Philadelphia, but they indicate many obvious steps 

might be taken to remedy the city’s “intelligence quotient” before attempting a cut to the 

head of the IT line with a single-shot solution. 

Philadelphia’s track record is ominous.  What citizen’s have lobbied long and 

hard for is not a wireless Internet network, but local access cable channels.  For 21 years 

the city has ignored that demand.  In 1999, Gretchen Clausing, a member of the 

Philadelphia Community Access Coalition, excoriated the City Council for their 

complacence in public testimony that:  

When the City entered into these franchise agreements with the cable companies, 
they also entered into an agreement with the public. The City has prospered from 
these agreements, the cable companies have certainly prospered, but what about 

                                                 
68 Gillett 2003, pg. 7 
69 http://www.clickz.com/stats/markets/broadband/print.php/2246061 
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the public? You know, how have we been served and what do we have from these 
agreements?70

 
The city government did act to supply Philadelphia residents their promised studios or 

cable channels.  Five years after Clausing confronted them, the Mayor is supporting 

wireless broadband as a tool for public access; yet again Philadelphia has not partnered 

with the groups that made the Internet a successful community tool in Blacksburg, 

Hermosa Beach, or San Francisco.  What model of citizenship is Philadelphia supporting 

with a system designed, so the Mayor claims, “for the people,” yet without their input?  

As it happens, almost exactly the model supported by most “electronic governance” 

schemes in America. 

 The following chapter contrasts the promise and rhetoric of “e-government” from 

its current practice.  A growing body of research supports the importance of “regional 

growth coalitions” and city-citizen cooperation in governance, and another – separate – 

body of theory and applied practice is greatly extending the reach and sophistication of e-

government applications.  In what instances, however, are the imperatives of government 

transparency, access, and representative decision-making supported by the ingenuity of a 

city’s information technology?   

                                                 
70 Clausing 1999 
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CHAPTER 3  

E-Government  

Citizens are not typically a primary motivating factor behind the adoption of 

technologies by city governments, and the Internet is no different in this regard.  Beyond 

the vague consensus that the Information Revolution is somehow rearranging the 

potentialities of government-constituent interaction, surprisingly little has been done to 

model how local government might actually use modern communications technology to 

provide for citizens.   

The “first movers,” historically, have been Planning Departments whose IT use is 

sophisticated but aimed squarely at an internal audience, and their concept of amenities 

for residents can be painfully abstract.  One planner and researcher, presenting to 

conference gathered to discuss e-governance exulted that within one particularly exciting 

city application:  

Residents have the ability to look at an arbitrary section of town, as a map [on the 
Internet], and can actually “turn off” the bodies of water and see their community 
without lakes or rivers.  I think this really gets a kind of buy-in from the user.71      
 

Only a city planner might see the “information revolution” in topographical mapping 

software, but these are the people in whose hands the practice and theory of e-governance 

has mostly rested.  At both the local and international levels, electronic governance has 

thus become understood as the practice of using ICT technology to leverage internal 

efficiencies; ways to conduct governments’ formal business more quickly, more 

transparently, and with less staff.  This definition is anemic to those who would like to 

                                                 
71 E-Government: Building Tools for Online Citizen Participation. Conference 2004. 
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see a broad and enfranchising model of public Internet use, but its importance and 

validity – in a least a narrow sense – should not be discounted. 

 Electronic applications for internal consumption are the lowest-hanging fruit for 

government IT professionals and planners, and this the area of “e-government” which is 

least remarkable albeit indisputably worthwhile. Many such uses are adopted whole-cloth 

from private sector “enterprise” systems: cities are using central servers to update and 

distribute software across multiple departments and buildings, their data sets are 

compiled and distributed electronically, online publishing makes records easily and 

instantly available between separately housed departments, and in some cases personal 

computers themselves have been eliminated in favor of “thin clients” that are more easily 

maintained and prevent installation of bug-ridden or inappropriate software.72  Whether 

these are properly intranet or Internet services varies by city and department; the license 

conditions for software distribution and privacy of much city data require that some level 

of authentication, at least, exist to bar access to private citizens.  Others may be available 

to citizens, such as tax or GIS information, but clearly aimed at government users. 

 

GIS: the “killer app” of e-government 

 Indeed, “if there is one Web-enabled function that defines the leading edge of e-

government implementation, it is the presence of online GIS applications,” which Charles 

Kaylor of the PSI Group argues often expand from being (merely) time-saving 

technologies within local planning departments into full-fledged services to 

constituents.73  A Geographic Information System is any schema for storing and 

                                                 
72 Such as messaging software or games 
73 Kaylor 2003, pg. 1 
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manipulating geographically indexed data - in practice, planners stack many “layers” of 

information onto a Cartesian grid representing the extent of their city.  These include its 

topology, administrative boundaries, demographic data, city service locations, traffic 

patters, and essentially every built structure, cross-referenced by address and GIS 

coordinates.  At its simplest, GIS applications allow city users to view some sets of 

information without others –  “turning off” a hydrology layer, for example to see their 

community without water features.  With software that allows manipulation and cross-

calculation between these data sets, however, cities have created a number of applications 

that not only support intra-government efficiency, but that also generate “government-to-

citizen (G2C)” value:  

Huntington, Indiana uses a GIS application to quickly notify town residents of 

street repairs.  An official highlights the affected neighborhoods on his GIS-indexed 

street map, and the software cross-references the addresses with their owners, generating 

addressed notices (or e-mail) to each, automatically.  Clovis, California has used similar 

software to delineate voting districts and generate polling-place reminders for their 

citizens.74

Providing citizen access to these GIS data sets through a web interface is fairly 

easy.  In 2003, Philadelphia’s Board of Revision of Taxes created a tool to allow citizens 

access to its property valuations throughout the city, indexed by address.  Its new website 

provides data about each property (valuation, tax liability, ownership, last exchange of 

ownership), general information (about tax abatement, exemption rules and appeals), and 

neighborhood overviews (including zoning designations and aerial photography).75 

                                                 
74 Kaylor 2003, pg. 2 
75 http://brtweb.phila.gov 
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Portland, OR provides much the save service, but includes each building’s permitting 

information (if any), photograph (if available), utilities, local schools, parks, crime 

statistics, and census within a selectable radius.76    

Ensuring the availability and transparency of city records is an important goal by 

itself, but cities perceive greater benefit in targeting GIS applications directly at 

businesses and potential residents.  Alliances between business associations and the city 

can prove particularly fruitful.  Among the most advanced of this class of GIS application 

is the Economic Development Portal in Indianapolis, Indiana, supported by a coalition of 

the city government, Marion County, the Indianapolis Coalition for Neighborhood 

Development and the Annie E. Casey Foundation.  This site indexes businesses in 

Marion County, and is searchable by any combination of parcel number, plot type (retail, 

office, industrial or vacant property), square footage and district.  Furthermore, each 

business is linked to aerial photography of the plot, a street-level photograph of the 

exterior, information on local transportation, service provision, zoning, and a 

demographic analysis according to a user-selected area surrounding the property.77 This 

is a “clearing house” for information collected by not only the city government, but also 

the local business associations, with whom the planning department and IT staff of 

indygov.com are well partnered. 

Baltimore is much less technologically sophisticated, but has done at least as well 

as Indianapolis at selling its services to businesses online.  Baltimoredevelopment.com is 

run by they city-chartered Baltimore Development Corporation, and the site includes 

excellent reports on current development projects, city infrastructure, new initiatives (and 

                                                 
76 http://www.portlandmaps.com 
77 http://imaps.indygov.org/ed/ 
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bidding opportunities), as well as tax and demographic overviews for would-be investors.  

Instead of providing interactive GIS applications, Baltimore encourages direct contact by 

phone, email, or online form, all efficiently targeted according to the type and location of 

a developer’s interest.78 Other GIS-poor cities have successfully supported development 

strategies by extending to companies online requests for quotes (RFQs), allowing them 

faster permitting online, and granting them advanced access to city records through PDF 

document requests.  

 

Cities watch their bottom line 

These Government-to-Business (G2B) initiatives receive a significant amount of 

attention, in part “because of the high enthusiasm of the business sector and the potential 

for reducing costs through improved procurement practices and increased competition.79” 

Electronic G2B includes not only service of more or less elaborate sorts, as outline above, 

but also sale of surplus government goods to the public, as well as the procurement of 

goods and services from the business community.   The intense concern of cities for their 

local employment outlook and bottom line means that all electronic strategies for cutting 

cost are welcome.  Indeed, assuaging fears about the local economy has become a central 

preoccupation of Mayor Street in Philadelphia.   

Yet we must notice that although technical wizardry may play an important in 

providing data to business interests, quite often city G2B efforts are merely one aspect of 

larger campaigns that include chartering or partnering with development corporations, 

supporting business associations, and streamlining permitting and acquisition policies 

                                                 
78 http://baltimoredevelopment.com 
79 Bonham 2003, pg. 3 
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internally.  Cities do use the Internet to build the “regional growth coalitions” identified 

by Swyngedouw, Baeten and Castels as critical for city success in a global economy, but 

successful examples grow from broadly inclusive political efforts.      

    Most cities are still pursuing relatively low-level savings and efficiency schemes 

at the expense of creative partnerships.  These may, however, be worth Philadelphia’s 

time to imitate.  Corpus Christi has replaced expensive cellular service for remote 

networking between city employees with a municipal wireless system, which will be 

extended to the 315 vehicle fleet of their fire, rescue and police forces.80   Additionally, 

the city has signed a contract with Northrup Grumman worth $16.7 million over three 

years to provide “smart” electrical meters that will report usage directly and continuously 

back to the city’s servers through the municipal wireless network. 81  Corpus Christi 

hopes to recoup that cost through savings on city payroll costs and providing it better data 

on usage; secondary motivations are to provide daily usage auditing for citizens and 

immediate notification of meter or service disruptions.  Similarly, the City Manager of 

Hermosa Beach, Steve Burrell, anticipates that he will be able to offset the costs of the 

city’s new wireless system by combining several subscription T1 lines ($3500) into one 

T3 and using its wireless network to distribute this single data exchange.82  Just so, 

Allegany County, Maryland is saving $65,000 each month by providing wireless 

broadband service to 85 locations.83    

                                                 
80 “Corpus Christi, Texas, to Deploy Tropos Networks Metro-Scale Wi-Fi to Increase Productivity, Lower  
 Costs.”   - The fleets will use VPN technology for private, secure access to the city network. 
81 See http://www.cctexas.com/?fuseaction=main.view&page=1878 and “Corpus Christi Selects Northrop 
Grumman for Automated Meter Reading System Contract” 
82 Young  “Hermosa to fund wireless city project,” pg. 2 
83 Stone 2004, pg. 8 
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 Philadelphia might also centralize its bandwidth purchases through such a fiber 

optic / wireless hybrid (as New York is considering)84, but it does not seem to have 

prioritized this.85 Diana Neff has made clear that a wireless network would indeed 

support the work of its assessors and other city employees, however, man of whom need 

data uplink from all 135 square miles of the city and are currently using cellular 

technology which is both too slow and too expensive for the city’s purposes.86  Police and 

rescue units will value Philadelphia’s network; broadband wireless will allow police to 

directly cross-reference car registrations with owner information, driving and criminal 

records, and – presumably – terrorist watch lists. The Department of Homeland Security 

awarded Pennsylvania $23 million last year, of which $14 million is being administered 

by PEMA to Philadelphia for “Urban Area Security Initiatives” that include upgrading 

the cities emergency communications systems.87  

 These are quantifiable benefits of citywide wireless, yet they shed little light on 

the task of coordinating the efforts of city government and its local business community.  

Automated electrical meters are unimpressive next to Mayor Street’s promise to 

“empower residents, workers and employees,” and “maximize the human potential” of 

Philadelphia’s people.88  It is not that electronic governance is unimportant, but rather 

that a large majority of G2G and G2B electronic services can and are being provided by 

cities without any municipal telecommunications service at all, at least where privately 

                                                 
84 See Miller 2003 
85 The Wireless Executive Committee’s RFC will be available in early 2005; but no comment on their 
website, or by the CIO Diana Neff or committee member Patricia Renzulli during interviews has indicated 
centralized purchasing as a cost-cutting strategy. 
86 Philadelphia CIO Diana Neff, Interview by M. Strassman for Broadband Wireless Access World
87 See the DHSs “Urban Area Security Initiatives: FY ’04 Allocations.” 2004 and “Specter and Santorum 
Announce Urban Area Security Awards for Pennsylvania.”  2003.  PEMA is the Pennsylvania Emergency 
Management Agency 
88 http://www.phila.gov/wireless/ 
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provided service is available.  Wireless Philadelphia as it is being envisioned at this point 

does not particularly benefit the city’s internal efficiencies or efforts at business outreach.  

This need not prejudice the public’s reception of it, however.  Wireless Philadelphia is, 

after all, about granting Power to the People. 
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CHAPTER 4   

Electronic Citizenship 

Clearly, the People envision more from their e-citizenship than a way to avoid lines at 

the DMV and a slim city government.  Much more, in fact.  An irony of the global 

“information superhighway” is that it may provide a rare opportunity for citizens to 

produce and consume local information.  Public awareness and opinion, Philadelphia’s 

“public sphere” in a Habermasian sense, is driven by the media.  Yet local media tend 

toward monopoly; Clear Channel owns and programs six of Philadelphia’s radio station, 

Knight Ridder owns the Philadelphia Inquirer, which runs the Daily News as well.  Small 

urban newspapers face little competition of their kind, but are vastly overwhelmed by 

national media, so that the news agenda remains on national or even international 

controversy rather than local debates.  David Walker, a writer for the The Guardian 

explains that:  

The consequence of these media trends is that we “…face a ‘cognitive deficit’ in 
urban policy and politics.”  There is a minimum amount of information regarding 
public policies and politics that media need to provide to the public in order for 
citizens to have the capacity to participate in local decision-making, but local 
media today may not meet this minimum.  Further, with patterns of consumption 
of media based more around interest groupings and responding more to 
homogenized international offerings, there is little impetus to encourage local 
media outlets to improve their coverage of local policy related events and 
information.89  
 

This is a common charge brought by communities that find that despite free markets and 

free speech, they cannot buy any reasonable coverage of the “public interest” from 

broadcasters, and they lack the means to produce it themselves.  Marginalized groups 

now look to the Internet as a tool to undermine vested interests, to interject independent 

                                                 
89 “Partners, Participation, Investment, Innovation.” European Foundation, pg. 27 
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voices into the stream of corporatized broadcast media, and to provide a forum for free 

association out of which a vital, more representative “public sphere” might be formed.90  

For example, web logs (commonly known as “blogs”) are a form of exposition unique to 

the Internet, and one that blurs the distinction between reportage, news digest, and 

debate.  One of the more famous current events blogs, Eschaton, is written by 

Rittenhouse Square resident Duncan Black under the pseudonym “Atrios.”  He and a 

handful of other regular contributors to the online column debate national and local 

politics, fundraise for local candidates, and engage a host of other political blogs and their 

audiences in a kind of anarchic and asynchronous discussion. 

 This does not enforce regionally specific content, of course, but the technology 

allows for it in a meaningful and dialogical way.  Where public controversy exists, this 

has proven to be enough.  The revolt against Pennsylvania’s House Bill 30 was led by an 

online federation of public advocacy and media watchdog sites, including the Media 

Tank, the Prometheus Radio Project, Muniwireless, and the Center for Digital 

Democracy.  Philadelphia groups for tax reform have also been successful at organizing 

online.  The Internet has proven its capability, under some circumstances certainly, to 

sharpen public interest and direct action.   

 Yet it is ludicrous to expect that the average citizen will log on with urban politics 

in mind, and it stands to reason that it is not the Internet’s “vast audience” that is 

supporting these advocacy groups – only 40% of Philadelphia has access to a broadband 

Internet connection, somewhat less than that regularly surf, and presumably very few of 

those have any interest in House Bill 30 or tax reform.  As it extends the Internet’s 

franchise, Philadelphia must find ways to engage citizens with information that they need 
                                                 
90 “Public sphere” in the Habermasian sense. 
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as a matter of course, not civic duty.  There may be no single “killer application” to 

define e-citizenship, but there need not be.  The concept incorporates two sets of 

activities: the first are familiar modes of consumption, political participation, social 

interaction and economic activity that may be pursued (or supplemented) “electronically” 

online such as shopping, electronic voting, news gathering, e-mailing, and 

telecommuting.  The second category includes new opportunities and risks associated 

with communications technology.  Blogging as reportage or news digest, e-journal 

communities, message boards, GIS mapping, municipal listservs, RSS newsfeeds and 

online stock trading are all new functions.  With them comes a new set of vulnerabilities, 

from email spam, viruses, identity theft, and sheer dissipation among the (mostly) 

commercial, pornographic, or gaming related domains of the modern Internet.         

 Philadelphia’s challenge is first to identify spheres of information and activity 

(largely offline) that they can supplement and plan for online, second to provide modes of 

participation for citizens that are at a sufficiently high level as to be meaningful and 

useful to them, and finally to define delivery mechanisms for these services.  An implicit 

fourth commitment is to ensure reasonable levels of safety and privacy online, wherever 

it can be provided by the city.  Before suggesting how Philadelphia might begin to do 

these four things it is necessary to understand why, for ten years, cities have failed to 

meaningfully advance any of them.    

 

Automatic for the People  

The fundamental failure of policy makers who understood the web’s radical 

potential has been the belief that it would be realized in some positive way without 
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deliberate public intervention.  A blind technological faith informed the likes of Dick 

Morris who, throughout Bill Clinton’s presidency regularly warned the political 

establishment that:  

The Internet offers a potential for direct democracy so profound that it may well 
transform not only our system of politics but our very form of government… 
Bypassing their representatives and speaking directly to one another, the people of 
the world will use the Internet increasingly to form a political unit for the future.91

 
Public policy makers clearly relished the license to “think big;” their credulity is clear 

from the prescriptions they offered to speed the process along.  In the mid-1990s Al Gore 

and Newt Gingrich famously supported spending and tax breaks to put laptops in the 

hands of every student in America.  Several years ago Gingrich even predicted that by 

year 2010, every American will have some sort of wireless access to the web, and that the 

appropriate target age should be pushed back from grade school to preschool.92  Putting 

aside the opportunism of their claims, Gingrich and Gore have tapped into a very 

common narrative, a hope that these technologies might support an informed an 

enlightened democracy, that the citizenry might “generate a new and mighty weight of 

public opinion” informed by the ready availability of information and competing 

arguments, instead of having to accept the “dictated and partial view of others.”  This is a 

noble goal, but not a 21st century innovation.  In fact, the two quotes above are John 

Reith’s, excerpted from his critique of the British Broadcasting Company seventy years 

before the dot-com explosion.93

A stronger case might be advanced for the democratic potential of the Internet 

than that of radio, television, or telephony.  Internet technology supports inexpensive 

                                                 
91 Richard Morris in Coleman 2003, pg. 7 
92 Gingrich, Newt. Interview by Todd Datz for Darwin. April 2001 
93 John Reith, the BBC’s first Director-General quoted by Paddy Scannell in Marris and Thornam 2000, pg. 
123 
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production by many users, near-infinite “channels,” and horizontal networking – it was 

designed as a multipolar, decentralized and self-healing network that might survive even 

a nuclear attack.  In the context of its public use since 1994, these characteristics have 

supported the Internet’s reputation as a zone for unregulated speech, untaxed commerce, 

and unbounded creativity - an anarchic “free market of ideas.”  To Toby Miller, however, 

to argue that the Internet’s logic is naturally more democratic (and very nearly 

libertarian) is to overlooks every lesson of its development.  It is naïve to believe that:  

what was (i) born of warfare consultancies and “big science,”; (ii) spread through 
large institutions; (iii) was commodified for a tiny fraction of computer users; and 
(iv) is moving towards comprehensive corporate control, can be claimed, now or 
ever, for the wild boys geekdom.94

 
Miller’s distinction is not that the military’s involvement is somehow 

determinative, but that understanding any technology’s development requires reviewing 

its history and acknowledging the influence institutional actors and public policy have 

had, and will continue to have on the process.  If this point seems obvious, consider that it 

stands in stark contrast to Mayor Street’s central claim that the Internet “is a 

transformative technology.”95 That is, the Internet is a static technology that acts upon 

(transforming) the business and political community.  Street is arguing incorrectly and 

disingenuously that Philadelphia has simply inherited a technological solution to its 

chronic administrative and economic deficits.    

  One hundred years of increasingly complex mass media have demonstrated that 

just such utopist claims are made of every new medium, and these are inevitably 

frustrated as the communications technologies are integrated into existing (and 

                                                 
94 Lewis, Justin and Toby Miller 2003, pg. 145 
95 http://www.phila.gov/wireless/ 
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inegalitarian) systems of economic and social production.  Brian Winston modeled this as 

the “law of repression of radical potential,” 96 while Raymond Williams quips that: 

All the new means of communication have been abused, for political control (as 
in propaganda) or for commercial profit (as in advertising).  We can protest 
against such uses, but unless we have a clear alternative version of human society 
we are not likely to make our protests effective.97  
 

 

Repudiating neo-liberalism (recovering a mandate for public action) 

But clearly Americans, and Philadelphians in particular do want change.  

Philadelphia contains an impressive array of media watchdog groups and advocates.   

Media Tank, the group so active against PA House Bill 30  “advocates for a sphere of 

public discourse that restores the importance of civic values and offsets the mainstream 

media ideology,” the Philadelphia Community Access Coalition has lobbied for more 

than fifteen years for local cable access, and the Prometheus Radio Project supports and 

operates low power FM and Internet radio stations as an alternative to commercial fare.  

This persistent dissatisfaction with the status quo drives both reformers and those who 

pin their hopes on new media, and restive activists of both descriptions are well 

represented in Philadelphia.98   

 The city’s e-government strategy, in contrast, is a tame effort to integrate network 

technology into a preexisting model of governance in order to meet preexisting 

obligations.   It reflects the acceptance, nationally, of strict limits on the scope of public 

action that have been imposed by America’s political right.  This “neo-liberal” consensus 

values small, efficient governments that leave innovation to the private sector that (it is 

                                                 
96 Brian Winston in Marris and Thornam 2000, pgs. 766-767 
97 Raymond Williams in Marris and Thornam 2000, pg. 45 
98 Jenkins 2003, pg. 9 
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thought) is better suited to the task.  E-government applications advance this goal by 

automating many aspects of customer service, shrinking the public payroll, simplifying 

the “underbrush of regulation,” and more efficiently allowing private companies to meet 

public needs.  In effect, e-government provides an impetus for cities to reposition 

themselves as competitive providers of a shrinking set of public goods, with the citizen as 

the “consumer” of this class of good.99   

Just as integral to this neoliberal model are the networked domains into which the 

public should not intrude: due to endemic corruption, their tendency to provide 

monolithic solutions to diverse problems, and the tendency of public investment to kill 

private innovation, municipalities are persona non grata in the development of Internet 

infrastructure.  Ira Magaziner, the chief architect of President Clinton’s digital policies 

explains his first two “principles of democracy and cyberspace” in exactly these terms:  

The first is that the digital economy will be an environment or a world in which 
private actors lead, not governments.   […] The second principle is that there are 
two different ways in which one can envision the Internet and the Internet 
economy growing up.  One model is the traditional telecommunications and 
broadcast model, in which governments all around the world for various reasons 
either own it or regulate the Internet.  The other model is that the Internet ought to 
be market driven, that is, that private buyers and sellers should be able to come 
together to do business and communicate with each other over the Internet free of 
government regulation… [and] we believe that the second of these paradigms, the 
market driven environment, ought to be the one that governs this Internet 
economy.  We think that competition and consumer choice should be the driving 
force in this world.100

 
To be sure, the Internet has proven remarkably efficient at generating efficient 

commercial outcomes.  Benjamin Barber points out, however, that nowhere in 

Magaziner’s model is “democracy” mentioned, and that he has confused his terms.  

                                                 
99 The city manager of Richmond, VA speaks persuasively to this point, and Charles Kaylor uses a city’s 
ability to target services to citizens as an e-gov ranking mechanism.  See http://www.psigroup.biz and the 
conference:  E-Government: Building Tools for Online Citizen Participation.  2004.   
100 Ira Magaziner in Jenkins 2003, pg. 117 
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It’s a confusion about public and private.  We talk about privatization, and all 
laissez-faire, marketplace Republicans talk about the power of choice in the 
consumer marketplace, but there’s a fundamental difference between democratic 
choice and consumer choice.  Consumers make private choices about their private 
needs and wants.  Citizens make choices about the public needs and the public 
goods of the nation.  There is no way, as private consumers, we can do that.  
Private choice, consumer choice, is a choice without power.101  
 

 The neo-liberal distaste for public involvement is valid insofar as its goal is to 

secure the future of the Internet for commercial purposes, but as Toby Miller, Benjamin 

Barber, Raymond Williams and others have noted, there is little question that public 

voices will be systematically excluded from a network developed in this fashion.  Both 

the theory and history of our communications systems’ development are unequivocal on 

this point.   

 

Measuring public participation 

 For those who see the Internet a way to incubate “social capital” the task is to 

secure public participation, where citizens are provided a forum for collective discussion 

and decision-making.102  “E-citizenship,” though it seems implied by the notion of “e-

governance,” remains remarkably unsupported by conventional implementations of that 

model.  Analogies to offline habits of political expectations and engagement are helpful 

here; Charles Kaylor has found it useful to map e-government initiatives to Shelly 

Arnstein’s 1960 “ladder of citizen participation (figure 4.1).”103  

                                                 
101 Benjamin Barber in Jenkins 2003,  pg. 131 
102 Brown, Kerry and Robyn Keast 2003 
103 Arnstein 1969 
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 It is specifically discouraging that nearly every common 

e-government initiative falls between the lowest three rungs of 

Arnstein’s ladder, between manipulation and informing.  The 

best municipal websites provide citizens transparent information 

about their rights, responsibilities and options.  These include 

zoning maps and descriptions, municipal regulations, forms, and 

schedules, city council minutes, planning initiatives, contact 

information, and GIS maps.  Quite often they are mixed with 

more manipulative appeals; city council minutes and planning 

proposals serve to sell the city’s agenda and engineer support for it (e.g., Mayor Street’s 

site at www.phila.gov).  Labyrinths of voice mail and anonymous feedback forms with no 

visible receiving address may serve as proxies or substitutes for less modern, but more 

direct service.  It is common for city websites to serve as little more than a rotating press 

release for the government; little thought or planning is put into providing useful 

information or access to citizens.   

Manipulation 

Therapy 

Informing 

Consultation 

Placation 

Partnership 

Delegated Power 

Citizen Control 

 Some e-government services extend slightly beyond this to consult and placate 

citizens.  Consulting, though it offers citizens the hope of influencing policy decisions, 

very often takes the form of anonymous polls, online surveys, or feedback forms.  Rarely 

is any feedback of this sort incorporated into cities’ decision making processes – citizen 

contributions are often token and illusory.  Alternately, some citizens or groups of 

citizens may be singled out to mediate discussion or advise the city in some minor 

capacity.  In Corpus Christi, the Women Voter’s League serves as a gatekeeper for 

weekly citizens’ questions of the government.  Citizens may moderate online discussion 
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boards as well.  In all cases, the “outcome” of these discussions is heavily biased towards 

the city’s wish to mind it (or not), and the gatekeeper receives his or her authority from 

the city rather than the citizens.  No city has used the Internet to delegate power for any 

of its primary functions to its people.     

 E-government applications, though often impressively complex, generally do no 

better than disseminate information.  The intent may be manipulative or educatory, but in 

either case is far short meaningful civic participation.  This is troubling, because as 

citizens trade habitual offline modes of interacting with the city for their digital 

corollaries, they inherit a model that – far from embracing a revolutionary direct 

democracy or even modest town-hall structure – has not evolved further than to support a 

notoriously autocratic and corrupt city government. 

 

“Community networking:” administering democratic systems    

 Philadelphia has established a justification to intervene and extend Internet 

service to its citizens.  Certainly, it has a stake in their education, satisfaction, economic 

success and “realized potential.”  It has every right to concern itself with the “digital 

divide” and to “maximize the human potential” of its people.104  Indeed, once past this 

fuzzy rhetoric many analysts and academics agree that these investments pay modern 

cities huge dividends:105 The “new” answer to the new urban economy (in which 

Philadelphia ranks a sclerotic 18th in the United States) is to “move beyond utilizing the 

community as a ‘gap filler’ to capitalize on the networks of social capital located in 

                                                 
104 http://www.phila.gov/wireless 
105 Particularly Swyngedouw, Erik and Guy Baeten. 2001, and Le Gales 2002 (in the context of Europe).  
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communities as a way of both enhancing policy development and its implementation.”106  

These include policies to stimulate economic development, better satisfy constituents 

with diverse needs, and enlist public support for negotiating labor disputes, combating 

predatory lending, and combating blight. 

The clear subtext, however, is that Philadelphia should not expect that by simply 

edging its wagon onto the Internet Superhighway, it will experience the sort of 

transformed and expanding community relations that the Mayor has indicated he wants 

out of this “strategic investment.”107  The failure of vision is not only his.  

Embarrassingly, technological advance has come to signify economic and social progress 

to the highest level of American policy makers, though it has not proven to necessarily 

lead to either of those two outcomes. Broadband technology has been at the bleeding 

edge of this basic misapprehension.  President Bush promised nation-wide access to 

broadband by 2007, reminding a group of educators that, “it's the flow of information and 

the flow of knowledge which will help transform America and keep us on the leading 

edge of change. And we've got to make sure that flow is strong and modern and 

vibrant.”108   

Clearly, some technologies are better than others.  But the fundamental problem 

is organizational.  Andrew Cohill, who has created one of the few city networks to 

specifically advocate services to citizens in Blacksburg, Virginia verifies the primacy of 

people and public administration:  

A community network is not just a Web site--it's staff, services, training 
opportunities, ongoing content development and support, and especially a focus 
on entrepreneurship and economic development.  Many communities have a 

                                                 
106 Brown, Kerry and Robyn Keast 2003, pg. 109 
107 http://www.phila.gov/wirless/faqs.html 
108 Bush, George W.  Speech 4/26/2004 
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"visitor's brochure" Web site that they call a "community network," but that's not 
what community network projects are.109

 
Local support and involvement are critical.  Amsterdam’s “digital city” demonstrated this 

fact through both its early success and ultimate failure.  The experiment stemmed from 

city residents’ push for public access to media for “stadsgesprekken” (city conversations) 

in the late 1980s and early 1990s.  In 1994 a group of Amsterdam’s cultural institutions 

convinced the city government to purchase them an Internet domain, and with its support 

they launched a virtual city – “a digital public space where people can meet and 

communicate.”110  The “city” provided a metaphor to guide the intent and expectations of 

its creators, that this space remain public and work synergistically with activism and 

government offline.  Even in 1994, 10,000 users registered within the first month and 

participation remained active for several years.   

 The decline of the digital city, related Peter van den Besselaar, began when 

widespread citizen concern over the direction of the experiment ran afoul of the 

antidemocratic nature of its management:  

The debate on [a number of] contested decisions took place in the very active 
discussion group dds.dds, but participation and activities in this discussion group 
declined sharply as the new top down structure became clear to the digital 
citizens. After that, not much public debate about the policy of the DDS took 
place, and in the long run the lack of ownership by the digital citizens caused a 
decline of their commitment and involvement.111

 
As the system became unwilling to accommodate requests and extensions by enthusiastic 

community members and programmers, the fulltime staff of Amsterdam’s digital city 

become overwhelmed and eventually overmatched by the pace of innovation at other 

private networks during the 1990s.  When people realized they didn’t have any input into 

                                                 
109 Cohill, Andrew. Interview by Bayoubuzz. September 2004 
110 van den Besselaar 2003, pg. 5 
111 Ibid, pg. 8 
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how the community developed, they dropped out – a sobering warning for Philadelphia’s 

city government, as it presumes to slip a wireless cloud in over its residents’ heads.    

 In addition to allowing their participants oversight, the network architecture and 

e-government applications must provide a forum for public discussion and access to 

decision-makers.  There is no technological hurdle here, but significant political obstacles 

exist.  Many states legally require planning departments to solicit and consider 

community input before finalizing development decisions, but these are famously derided 

by the planners themselves.  Even aside from the expense and ideological opposition to 

cities building out technologies to engage their constituents online, it is likely that many 

do not view more public intervention in governance as a desirable outcome of e-

governance.   

Donations and email petitions, in contrast, offer a tragically limited form of civic 

participation for a population that, in any case, still conducts most of its business with the 

government offline.  According to the Pew Internet and American Life Project, a third of 

Americans are still not connected, and rely on phone calls, personal visits and letter-

writing to communicate with their government.  Even those who do use email or other 

electronic services report that they prefer the telephone.112 The simplest explanation may 

be correct here: citizens avoid electronic communication with the government because 

the government does not provide anything more valuable for them to do through the 

Internet than they might already do – faster – over the telephone.   

It is unfair, however, to blame the occasional obstructionism of city planning 

departments and the digital divide for the extreme underdevelopment of democratic 

municipal Internet services.  Solving the problem, in any case, requires that we recognize 
                                                 
112 E-government is no the “killer-app” 2004 
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another historical cause:  Digital network infrastructures and their use have occupied a 

giant blind spot in city planning discourses.  They are invisible, difficult to comprehend, 

and their extension under the Clinton and Bush administrations has – unlike other urban 

infrastructures such as water, sewer and power – been the domain of the private sector.  

“As a result, urban studies – which was often driven by the need for proscriptive 

recommendations for public policy –kept its distance from the telecommunications 

sector.”113

 

Planning for success 

A year way from its planned instantiation of a citywide wireless network, 

Philadelphia is in a unique position to pioneer this new form of city planning.  Its tasks 

have been outlined above: it must identify spheres of information and activity that it can 

supplement and plan for online, second it must provide modes of participation for 

citizens that are at a sufficiently high level as to be meaningful and useful to them, and it 

should define delivery mechanisms for these services.  Only citywide brainstorming 

between Philadelphia’s stakeholders – businesses, residents, and government agencies – 

can satisfy these requirements, but I have outlined a few practical suggestions below:    

 
Implement e-government “best practices”
 
 Philadelphia is about to provide itself nearly one million potential e-citizens, and 

yet it ranks twenty-fifth, below even Washington, D.C. in electronic services.114  The city 

does not need to pioneer new ground here, it simply needs to implement established “best 

practices” from cities such as Portland, Charlotte, and Denver [see figure 4.1].  These are 
                                                 
113 Townsend 2003, pg. 25 
114 Kaylor 2002 
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not sufficient by themselves, but they do provide many key low-level services: 

governmental transparency, access to public documents, city contact information, and 

convenient transactions (bill pay, online permitting).  It is unacceptable to be missing key 

documents and public statements regarding even the Wireless Philadelphia project 

because the Mayor’s own website is year out of date.115

 
Create a city portal that serves the citizens of Philadelphia
 
 Phila.gov currently functions as the (dated) mouthpiece of the city government.  

Two huge opportunities are being missed through the city’s poor management of this 

resource:  

 First, Philadelphia should reorganize its services according to their importance 

and logical order to citizens, rather than according to the bureaucratic subdivisions of the 

city government.  Phila.gov has made an attempt at this at the level of its index page, but 

the organization breaks down almost immediately at secondary and tertiary levels.  No 

unified navigation scheme is presented to the site’s users, and city services are often 

difficult to locate.  For a brilliant, simple example see the site of Corpus Christi, Texas.116  

For a more complex example from a city of Philadelphia’s size and caliber, see 

Johannesburg, South Africa.117

 More importantly, Philadelphia should extend this principle to create a city 

residents’ portal page.  This site would syndicate local news sources, weather and traffic 

reports, localized city service announcements, discussion forums, classifieds, GIS 

                                                 
115 http://www.phila.gov/mayor/ - in fact, a video of the Mayor’s speech at the Naval Yard from September 
2004 was recently added, but it remains one of a handful of documents created since 2003.  The Mayor’s 
splash page still declares the launch of Operation Safe Streets.   
116 http://www.cctexas.com/ 
117 http://www.joburg.org.za/ 
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mapping tools, and events calendars.  Space might be reserved (and billed) for local 

commercial advertisements, customizable school announcements, opportunities for 

volunteerism, requests for public comment, and other “public interest” items that 

originate from and concern issues of local governance and living.   

 Such a space would be planned for and regulated just as physical city spaces; the 

Philadelphia business associations might be given stewardship of any allowed solicitation 

through the new portal.  The streets department could issue localized warnings, public 

interest groups might moderate specific discussion forums, and local school 

superintendents supervise outreach for each (educational) community.   

 Finally, this page should be enforced as a mandatory “splash” page for any web 

browser that logs on through Philadelphia’s public network.  If this page attracts 

investment from many city groups, and is created to be flexible and relevant enough to 

the lives of a significant number of city residents, it will become very valuable real estate 

that may be managed by the citizens and city in the public interest.  In this way, 

Philadelphia can use this new medium to address the “cognitive deficit” in local news 

created by broadcast media.   

  
Provide training and resources to support Internet production
 
 Much of the Internet’s value is in its low barrier to entry.  Rather than 

encouraging better consumption of information, Wireless Philadelphia should be 

supplemented by training and bandwidth leasing arrangements to support citizens’ 

production. 

 Email addresses, blogs, and websites can be provided by the city to extend 

residents’ “rights of citizenship,” or offered at a fee.  For advanced users, static IP 
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addresses and the ability to serve content through Philadelphia’s city network would 

allow community organizations, film-makers, musicians, authors, journalists, and 

creators of all sorts to innovate (low budget) alternatives to commercial offerings.118  

Moreover, Philadelphia will have created hundreds of thousands of new broadband users 

and a means (through its mandatory portal) to refract some of those users’ attention back 

upon local news and culture. 

 

Access is only the first step 

 In any case, no amount of private innovation can create public space.  For 

Wireless Philadelphia to avoid further atomizing communities, the city must plan 

extensible spaces for collaboration and education, it must use the Internet to host political 

debates, it must allow Philadelphians to adapt their old habits of participation and protest 

to new mediums, and allow that these high-tech rabblerousing grows directly out of old 

exigencies which the “information age” does not obviate.  Poverty, poor education and 

political marginalization are the lot of many of Wireless Philadelphia’s target citizens, 

and the “the ability of traditional news media, particularly at the local level, to provide 

critical information and to support policy communication and consensus building has 

been severely weakened.”119  The city is right to believe that the Internet may provide a 

tool for many of these groups to participate and provide for themselves, but Philadelphia 

must create a superstructure which allows for electronic citizens to be at least as engaged, 

self-determining and demanding of their government as they have ever been in the flesh. 

                                                 
118 This would have to be regulated, of course, just as Verizon must limit illegal or dangerous uses of its 
networks. 
119 “Partnership, Participation, Investment, Innovation,” 1998. pg. 4 
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Conclusion 

 Philadelphia is pursuing its wireless cloud at considerable risk, though more to its 

reputation than its pocketbook.  Mayor Street did not inherit any particular mandate to 

create a public Internet service provider – quite the opposite, if protest from the business 

and taxpayers associations is any indication – yet he is staking Philadelphia’s claim to be 

a modern, “smart” city on this very unorthodox plan.  Along the way, the wireless cloud 

has collected other rationales: as a boon to tourism, engine of growth, cornerstone of 

good governance, investment in the city’s residents, and basic issue of equity for 

Philadelphia’s many underserved and underprivileged. 

 In part, this project’s risk of failure must me measured against the cost of the 

doing nothing.  Philadelphia is struggling – it suffers from chronic structural weakness in 

its tax base, educational system, and job market, and the city’s declining population and 

declining political clout are a clear indictment of its inability to generate innovative (or 

even competent) solutions to these problems.  Indeed, their intractability here has induced 

the city’s leadership to go for the “quick win” a number of times.  Skepticism of the 

Mayor’s vision for Wireless Philadelphia is entirely appropriate. 

 Yet public investment in telecommunications infrastructure is not so outlandish as 

it would have seemed four years ago.  A significant and growing number of cities are 

creating their own broadband services to remedy specific failures of the commercial 

sector, or even replace it altogether.  This is a lesson commercial providers are only 

beginning to learn: cities and citizens increasingly view broadband Internet necessary for 
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their development and lifestyles, and where they cannot purchase access at a scale to suit 

them, they will create it.120   

Philadelphia, unfortunately, is making the wrong claims of its system.  Wireless 

broadband has been a business development tool only in towns that are not served by 

commercial providers – this is mostly not the case in Philadelphia, where Comcast and 

Verizon provide reasonable service for most of the city’s business districts.  In other 

cases, Internet service can be viewed as a natural monopoly and extended as a public 

utility.  Generally, however, this is the case for fiber optic lines, and the economics of 

that model are simply not comparable to Philadelphia’s lightweight wireless proposal.   

The remaining, and strongest claim for Wireless Philadelphia is as an investment in the 

city’s residents.  Yet at no point has this been a citizen-driven proposal, and Philadelphia 

has a remarkably poor track record for incorporating and respecting public input into its 

decision-making processes.  What model of online citizenship does Philadelphia think it 

is supporting?   

Judging by the state of its current, much-publicized e-services, Philadelphia is 

creating an unimaginative and unidirectional form of online governance.  Its flagship site, 

www.phila.gov, provides little better than dated promotional pieces for mayoral 

initiatives and electronic bill-paying facilities.  Philadelphia city government’s Internet 

presence is static, not particularly useful, and in no way constituent of or responsive to 

the concerns of any group outside of the government.    

This is very much in line with contemporary electronic government initiatives, but 

which falls far short of providing for the sort of education, access, and support for citizen 

initiatives that would justify extending the Internet as a service worth having.   One may 
                                                 
120 Unless forbidden by legislation from doing so! 
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be sympathetic to city governments here.  The public has not had a hand in developing 

the Internet for nearly a decade, and so cities are inheriting a second-hand model of 

“customer service” from the private sector and – along with it – a set of technologies that 

limit themselves to a non-participatory, emasculated sort of service provision.   

This is not what the public wants.  Philadelphia should be lauded for playing Prometheus 

with broadband Internet connectivity, and if it is creative, it may find ways to extend the 

network to support local production, participatory politics, and coalition building.  This 

goal stands in stark contrast to the well-publicized atomization of interests and action 

more typically associated with the Internet today.   

The problem has never been the Internet’s technology, but rather the political will 

and administrative expertise to plan for the Internet’s extension formally and 

conscientiously.  The commons tend to tragedy, in the absence of public intervention.  

Philadelphia has seen the Internet’s utility, and raised the bar by moving a step close to 

providing access to it as a right of citizenship.  We should seize the opportunity to begin 

planning for a public system by (a) implementing the high-level e-services that have been 

pioneered in other American cities, (b) designing a city portal that is genuinely useful, 

that amplifies local information sources, and that is representative of and responsive to 

Philadelphia’s constituents, and (c) encouraging wherever possible that citizens become 

not just better consumers of the Internet’s resources, but creators of those resources.    

Just so, we need to recognize that all indications are that the Mayor and his 

Executive Committee are misunderstanding the terms of the task and their responsibility 

to it.  For this reason, and because nothing of lasting benefit can come without, the very 
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first step is for the public to secure its broad involvement in the creation of Wireless 

Philadelphia.  
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Appendix A: Illustrations 
 
 
2.1 The Growth of Electronic Commerce in $billions since 4th Quarter of 1999 

 
“Retail 2Q, 2004 E-Commerce Report.” United States Department of Commerce. August 20, 2004.   

<accessed online http://www.census.gov/mrts/www/current.html> 
 
 
3.1 Modes of Municipal Engagement in Broadband Wireless Provision 

Government as broadband user 
Government indirectly attracts commercial broadband deployment through demand-
side policies. In particular, government uses its local leadership role and/or its role as 
a major telecommunications customer to assess, stimulate or aggregate demand. 
 

Government as neutral rule-maker 
Government adopts or reforms local ordinances that affect the ease of commercial 
deployment, such as rights-of-way, utility pole attachments, road and building 
construction codes, zoning policies affecting wireless antenna placement, and cable 
franchise agreements. 
 

Government as financier 
Government provides subsidies for broadband users or providers, which ma y be 
direct or indirect in the form of planning or equipment grants, tax credits, or other 
incentives. 
Government as infrastructure developer 
Government adopts supply-side policies in which a division of local government is 
ultimately responsible for the provision of one or more components of network 
infrastructure 

 
From pages 6-7 of: Gillett, Sharon E., William H. Lehr and Carlos Osorio.  Local Government Broadband 
Initiatives.  Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Program on Internet and Telcoms Convergence (ICT).  
December 3, 2003.  Page 9. 
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4.1 E-services ranked by value to constituents  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From Kaylor, Charles. 2002. Municipality eGovernment Assessment Project (MeGAP) (Wave 2).  PSI 
Group. <online at http://psigroup.biz>
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